## MLA DOCUMENTATION STYLE: WORKS CITED

Developed and recommended by the Modern Languages Association of America, MLA style is a set of commonly used rules for citing and documenting sources in academic researches. This style of rules is widely used in many disciplines in preparing scholarly publications and student papers within liberal arts and humanities. This page gives you a brief guide to the style. For a complete description, please read MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers (6th ed.).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MLA-style Works Cited pages are evenly double-spaced, with one-inch margins all around. Entries are alphabetical by author, or, if no author, by title.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Label your page “Works Cited” in the center of the first line.

### Example Entries

#### Work in an Anthology


#### Entire Edited Anthology


#### Motion Picture


#### Online Newspaper Article


#### Entire Website


#### Short Work from a Website


#### Work from a Database such as Academic Search Premier


#### Book with One Author


#### Book with Two or More Authors


#### Translated Book


#### Online Government Publication


#### Newspaper Article


#### Journal Article


---

*Adapted from quicktips by Center for Writing, UM-TC*